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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we accelerate a gravitational physics numer-
ical modelling application using hardware accelerators –
Cell processor and Tesla CUDA GPU. We describe these
new technologies and our approach in detail, and then
present our final performance results. We obtain well over
an order-of-magnitude performance gain in our application
by making use of these many-core architectures.
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1 Introduction
Computational scientists have recently begun making use
of hardware accelerators (such as the Cell processor and
CUDA GPUs) because these can provide significant gains
in the overall performance of many numerical simulations
at a relatively low cost. Cell Broadband Engine Archi-
tecture (CBEA) [1] was designed by collaboration be-
tween Sony, Toshiba and IBM and is being used in Sony’s
PlayStation 3 (PS3) [2] and high-performance computing
hardware (LANL RoadRunner [3]). Compute Unified De-
vice Architecture (CUDA) [4] is Nvidia’s general-purpose
software development system for their current GPUs.
In this work, we make use of these new technologies
to accelerate an application from the numerical relativity
(NR) community – the EMRI Teukolsky code [9] which is
a finite-difference, linear, hyperbolic, inhomogeneous par-
tial difference equation (PDE) solver. In this paper, we il-
lustrate in detail our implementation and approach to uti-
lizing the low-level data parallelism that is offered by these
architectures.
It is worth pointing out that our NR application is of
a type that is quite common in various fields of science and
engineering, therefore we expect that our work would be
of interest to the larger community of computational sci-
entists. These architectures have been recently evaluated
for other numerically intensive problems, and their perfor-
mances have been compared and presented in the relevant
literature [10 – 13] 1.
1It should be noted that Ref. [13] is about a similar exploration of
CBEA and CUDA for a gravitational wave data-analysis code, which is a
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
introduce the EMRI Teukolsky code, the relevant back-
ground gravitational physics and the numerical method
used by the code. It is this code that we accelerate in our
work using hardware accelerators. In Section 3, we pro-
vide a general introduction to the Cell processor and CUDA
GPUs. We emphasize aspects of these hardware accelera-
tors that are relevant to our implementations, which are de-
tailed in Section 4. In Section 5, we present the overall per-
formance results from our parallelization efforts. Finally,
in Section 6, we summarize this work and make some con-
clusive remarks.
2 EMRI Teukolsky Code
Many gravitational wave observatories [9] are currently be-
ing built all over the globe. These laboratories will open
a new window into the Universe by enabling scientists to
make astronomical observations using a completely new
medium – gravitational waves (GWs) as opposed to elec-
tromagnetic waves (light). These GWs were predicted
by Einstein’s relativity theory, but have not been directly
observed because the required experimental accuracy was
simply not advanced enough (until very recently).
Numerical relativity is an area of gravitational physics
that is focussed on the numerical modelling of strong
sources of GWs – collisions of compact astrophysical ob-
jects such as neutron stars and black holes. Thus, it plays
an extremely important role in this new and upcoming area
of GW astronomy. The specific NR application that we
consider in this paper is one that evolves the GWs gen-
erated by a compact object (such as a star of the size of
our own Sun) that has a decaying orbit around a super-
massive black hole. Such large black holes – often more
massive than a million times our Sun – lurk at the cen-
ter of most galaxies and routinely devour smaller stars and
black holes. Such processes are commonly referred to as
completely different application compared to the one under consideration
here. The data-analysis application in Ref. [13] searches for gravitational
waveforms present in real observational data; while the source-modelling
application that we are describing in this article, is one that uses a theoret-
ical model of a gravitational wave source to generate numerical waveform
data.
extreme mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) in the relevant litera-
ture. The low-frequency gravitational waves emitted from
such EMRI systems are expected to be in good sensitiv-
ity band for the upcoming space-borne gravitational wave
detectors – such as the ESA/NASA Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna (LISA) mission [6]. Studies of the dynam-
ics and the orbital evolution of a binary system in the ex-
treme mass-ratio limit is therefore an important issue for
low-frequency gravitational wave detection.
Because of the extreme mass-ratio, the small object
orbiting around the central supermassive black hole can
be modeled as a small structure-less object, and the prob-
lem can be addressed within black hole perturbation theory.
This is where the Teukolsky equation becomes relevant.
This equation governs the evolution of the perturbations of
rotating (Kerr) black holes, with the small object acting as
a “source” of the perturbations. In other words, the Teukol-
sky equation is essentially a linear wave equation in Kerr
space-time geometry, with the small object acting as gener-
ator of the gravitational waves. Thus, to numerically model
an EMRI scenario, we solve the inhomogeneous Teukolsky
equation in the time-domain.
The next two subsections provide more detailed infor-
mation on this equation and the associated numerical solver
code.
2.1 Teukolsky Equation
The Teukolsky master equation describes scalar, vector and
tensor field perturbations in the space-time of Kerr black
holes [14]. In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, this equation
takes the form
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where M is the mass of the black hole, a its angular mo-
mentum per unit mass, ∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2 and s is
the “spin weight” of the field. The s = ±2 versions of
these equations describe the radiative degrees of freedom
of the gravitational field, and thus are the equations of in-
terest here. As mentioned previously, this equation is an
example of linear, hyperbolic, inhomogeneous PDEs that
are quite common in several areas of science and engi-
neering, and can be solved numerically using a variety of
finite-difference schemes. The quantity T in Eq. (1) is
the “source” term as mentioned in the previous section. It
plays an extremely critical role in this work and that will
be discussed in detail, later in this paper. Ref. [14] has a
mathematical formula for this quantity and to save space,
we will not reproduce that expression here.
2.2 Numerical Method
Ref. [15] demonstrated stable numerical evolution of Eq.
(1) for s = −2 using the well-known Lax-Wendroff nu-
merical evolution scheme. Our Teukolsky code uses the
exact same approach, therefore the contents of this section
are largely a review of the work presented in the relevant
literature [9].
Our code uses the tortoise coordinate r∗ in the radial
direction and azimuthal coordinate φ˜. These coordinates
are related to the usual Boyer-Lindquist coordinates by
dr∗ =
r2 + a2
∆
dr (2)
and
dφ˜ = dφ +
a
∆
dr . (3)
Following Ref. [9], we factor out the azimuthal dependence
and use the ansatz,
Ψ(t, r∗, θ, φ˜) = eimφ˜r3Φ(t, r∗, θ). (4)
Defining
Π ≡ ∂tΦ+ b ∂r∗Φ , (5)
b ≡
r2 + a2
Σ
, (6)
and
Σ2 ≡ (r2 + a2)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ (7)
allows the Teukolsky equation to be rewritten as
∂tu+M∂r∗u+Lu+Au = T , (8)
where
u ≡ {ΦR,ΦI ,ΠR,ΠI} (9)
is the solution vector. The subscripts R and I refer to the
real and imaginary parts respectively (note that the Teukol-
sky function Ψ is a complex valued quantity). Explicit
forms for the matrices M , A and L can be easily found
in the relevant literature [9]. Rewriting Eq. (8) as
∂tu+D∂r∗u = S , (10)
where
D ≡


b 0 0 0
0 b 0 0
0 0 −b 0
0 0 0 −b

 , (11)
S = T − (M −D)∂r∗u−Lu−Au, (12)
and using the Lax-Wendroff iterative scheme, we obtain
stable evolutions. Each iteration consists of two steps: In
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Figure 1. Sample gravitational waveform (Φ) results from
the EMRI Teukolsky code.
the first step, the solution vector between grid points is ob-
tained from
u
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This is used to compute the solution vector at the next time
step,
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The angular subscripts are dropped in the above equation
for clarity. All angular derivatives are computed using
second-order, centered finite difference expressions.
Following Ref. [9], we set Φ and Π to zero on
the inner and outer radial boundaries. Symmetries of the
spheroidal harmonics are used to determine the angular
boundary conditions: For even |m| modes, we have ∂θΦ =
0 at θ = 0, pi while Φ = 0 at θ = 0, pi for modes of odd
|m|.
As a sample numerical result, we show the gravita-
tional wave signal from a binary of mass-ratio 10−4 with
a decaying circular-equatorial orbit. The central black hole
has zero angular momentum (spin). This smaller member
of the binary, slowly begins to spiral in and then at a much
later time, plunges into the central black hole causing it to
release a burst of gravitational radiation. Fig. 1 shows the
results, illustrating the m = 2 mode of the gravitational
waveform.
3 Cell/GPU Hardware Accelerators
Computer simulations are playing an increasingly impor-
tant role in science and engineering today. The driving
force behind this fact is the ability to reproduce costly labo-
ratory experiments with low cost computer hardware based
simulations. The reason why numerically intensive sim-
ulations are relatively very inexpensive is because of the
rapid increases in the overall performance (Moore’s Law)
of mass-produced computer hardware over the past several
decades.
However, a few years ago the entire computer hard-
ware industry hit a serious frequency wall, implying that
increasing a processor’s clock-rate for gains in performance
could not be done indefinitely, due to rapid increases in
power consumption and heat generation (power wall). This
led all the major processor manufactures toward multi-core
designs. Today all commodity laptop and desktop proces-
sors are multi-core i.e. they combine two or more indepen-
dent computing cores on a single die. Thus, manufactur-
ers are now able to pack even more power into a processor
without having to increase its clock frequency.
Now, it turns out that there are other computing tech-
nologies that are based on a many-core design, and their
overall performance has continued to increase at a rate
much higher than that of traditional processors. These tech-
nologies have typically been employed in desktop graphics
cards and consumer gaming consoles. In this section we
will briefly describe these technologies – STI Cell Broad-
band Engine (CBE) [1] and Nvidia Tesla CUDA GPU [4]
– with emphasis on specific aspects that are relevant to our
EMRI Teukolsky code’s development.
3.1 Cell Processor
The CBE [1] is a totally redesigned processor that was
developed collaboratively by Sony, IBM and Toshiba pri-
marily for multimedia applications. This processor has a
general purpose (PowerPC) CPU, called the PPE (that can
run two (2) software threads simultaneously) and eight (8)
special-purpose compute engines, called SPEs available for
raw numerical computation. Each SPE can perform vector
operations, which implies that it can compute on multiple
data, in a single instruction (SIMD). All these compute el-
ements are connected to one another through a high-speed
interconnect bus (EIB). Note that the design of this pro-
cessor is very different from traditional multi-core proces-
sors. In a certain sense, the CBE’s design is somewhere
between a general-purpose CPU and a specialized GPU
(as described in the next subsection). It can therefore be
considered as hybrid technology, having the advantages of
both these architectures. The outcome of this distinctive
design is that a single, 3.2 GHz (original – 2006/2007) CBE
has a peak performance of over 200 GFLOP/s in single-
precision floating-point computation and 15 GFLOP/s in
double-precision operations. It should be noted that the
current (2008) release of the CBE, called the PowerXCell,
has design improvements that bring the double-precision
performance up to 100 GFLOP/s.
We will not attempt to go into much more detail con-
cerning the CBE’s design here, rather we will simply point
out one unique feature that addresses the issue of the mem-
ory wall that is common to all current computer hardware.
The memory wall refers to the large (and increasing) gap
between processor and memory performance, causing the
slower memory speeds to become a significant bottleneck.
The current state-of-the-art approach to combat this issue
has been to include large cache sizes (several MBs) on the
processor chip. However, this takes away valuable space
(for compute elements) on the processor die, and thus may
result in only a marginal, overall increase in performance.
A key feature of the CBE is its unique ability to interleave
computation and data access. Therefore, it is possible for
the programmer to overlap memory access and the actual
computation – so-called “double buffering” – in order to
hide the time it takes to access memory. It is this mech-
anism that allows the CBE to break through the memory
wall and perform very efficiently, even for computations
that have a large memory footprint. It is also partly for this
reason, that the CBE can reach a “real world” application
performance that is nearly 100% of its theoretical peak per-
formance [7].
One challenge introduced by this new design, is that
the programmer has to explicitly manage the data trans-
fer between the PPE and the SPEs. The PPE and SPEs
are equipped with a DMA engine – a mechanism that en-
ables data transfer to and from main memory and each
other. Now, the PPE can access main memory directly, but
the SPEs can only directly access their own rather limited
(256KB) local store. Therefore, the SPE local store has to
contain both the instructions and the data to compute on,
at any given moment. In our implementation, we load the
instructions onto the SPEs during the initialization stage
once and for all, and then we move data through as needed,
during the numerical evolution.
Another important mechanism that allows communi-
cation between the different elements (PPE, SPEs) of the
CBE is the use of mailboxes. These are special purpose
registers that can be used for uni-directional communica-
tion. Each SPE has three (3) mailboxes – two (2) outbound,
that can hold only a single entry, and one (1) inbound, that
can hold four (4) entries. These are typically used for syn-
chronizing the computation across the SPEs and the PPE,
and that is primarily how we make use of these registers as
well.
The parallel programming model on CBEA allows for
the use of SPEs for performing different tasks in a work-
flow (“task parallel” model) or performing the same task
on different data (“data parallel” model). We make use of
the data parallel model in our EMRI Teukolsky code im-
plementation.
3.2 CUDA GPUs
Nvidia’s CUDA [4] is a set of software layers that commu-
nicate with its GPUs – at a high level: CUDA Runtime API,
and at a low level: CUDA Driver API. Since the high level
API is implemented above the lower level, each function
call of the Runtime API is broken into simpler instructions
and managed by the Driver API.
Through CUDA, the GPU (called device) is acces-
sible to the CPU (called host) as a co-processor with its
own memory. The device executes a function (usually re-
ferred to as a kernel) in a data parallel model, which means
that a number of threads run the same program on different
data. A warp is a group of 32 threads, which is the smallest
grouping of threads that is processed by a GPU. In CUDA,
work is performed with blocks of 64 – 512 threads that are
assembled into grids. The number of blocks processed si-
multaneously is closely related to their grouping. The grid-
like architecture of the GPU makes it possible to apply a
kernel to a large quantity of threads in one single call with-
out worrying about fixed resources. CUDA Runtime man-
ages all of these resources for the programmer. If the hard-
ware has a large number of processing units, it can process
them in parallel. Likewise, if the hardware has fewer re-
sources, the blocks will be executed sequentially. This idea
means that the same code can work for entry level GPUs,
high-level GPUs, and even future GPUs without any modi-
fications to the code itself. In the area of high performance
computing, this idea of massive parallelism is extremely
important. In the event of many of the same calculations
being done at the same time, the CUDA/GPU architecture
allows one to farm all of these calculations into a series of
blocks and execute them all in parallel. The threads then
scatter, doing all of their farmed computations, and syn-
chronize at the completion of their assigned tasks.
The GPU provides significant flexibility in terms of
memory management. Six (6) main types of memory ex-
ist in the form of registers, local memory, shared memory,
global memory, constant memory and texture memory.
Registers are located on the GPU chip itself. They
provide simple read/write capabilities and have no cache.
The registers exist as the fastest form of memory on a multi
processor and should be utilized whenever possible. They
are only accessible by the thread and exist only during the
lifetime of the thread. Local memory is an abstraction of
memory that doesn’t actually exist. It simply implies that
the memory being used exists only in the scope of a single
thread. This type of memory exists in the global memory
allocated by the compiler and performs at the same speed
as normal global memory. Local memory tends to be one
of the slowest forms of memory (up to 150x slower than
register or shared memory) and is only accessible by the
thread. When the lifetime of the thread is complete, local
memory is reallocated into the global memory space.
Shared memory exists as a read/write type of mem-
ory. All of the threads have access to shared memory which
allows for the communication between threads. When no
bank conflicts exist (multiple threads attempting to access
the same pieces of data from the same memory location)
shared memory performs equally as fast as register based
memory. Shared memory exists solely during the life of
the block and is freed upon the blocks termination.
Global memory is the single most important type of
memory to a GPU user and CUDA programmer. This type
of memory provides the highest memory bandwidth only
in the event that global memory accesses are able to be
coalesced within half of a warp. This allows the hard-
ware to fetch and store data in the fewest number of trans-
actions. If the transactions cannot be coalesced, separate
memory transactions will be executed for each thread in
the half warp that inhibits efficient program execution by
up to 150x. Global memory is accessible from either the
host or device, and exists throughout the lifetime of the ap-
plication. Using this type of memory exclusively is highly
undesirable due to the increased possibility of uncoalesced
memory read/write instructions. The high cost of accessing
global memory is again related to the memory wall that was
mentioned previously (Section 3.1). However, in CUDA
there is a different way to overcome this problem. The de-
vice uses an efficient thread scheduler that uses the massive
parallelism of the device to hide the latency by removing
threads that just issued a global memory read from its pro-
cessor and scheduling a thread that is not waiting for data.
This is one of the reasons why the device requires more
threads than there are processors available to achieve good
performance.
Constant memory is only read from kernels, and does
not offer the ability to write to this type of memory. It is
fully accessible by all threads and the host device itself.
This type of memory is set up by the hardware in the event
that all or multiple threads read from the same location. It
provides only one cycle of latency when there is a cache
hit despite the fact that it resides in device memory. If
threads read from multiple locations, the accesses are seri-
alized. Data access in constant memory can take anywhere
from one cycle to hundreds depending on the locality of the
cache.
Texture memory is provided by the processor to help
accelerate frequently performed tasks. It is in this type of
memory that the greatest performance gains can be real-
ized. It is an alternative memory access path that program-
mers have the ability to bind to certain regions of GPU de-
vice memory. References to this type of memory can be
bound to same, different, or overlapping textures in mem-
ory. Memory coalescence is not important in the usage
of texture memory. Optimal performance can be achieved
only when all of the threads inside of a warp read from lo-
cations that are spatially near one another. Texture memory
performs a read operation from global memory in the event
of a cache miss. This makes it possible to theoretically ex-
ceed the memory bandwidth of the global memory through
repeated use of the cache of the texture memory.
The Tesla GPU utilized in our calculations is designed
with a massively parallel many-core architecture. The GPU
itself has roughly 240 cores which potentially eliminates
the need for a large computer cluster to solve complex
problems. It features four (4) GBs of high speed mem-
ory. This allows large data sets to be stored locally for
each processor and minimized data movement and trans-
fers throughout the system. CUDA is supported on this de-
vice, which allows for the programming and design of ap-
plications to exploit the parallelism offered by the GPU. It
adheres to the IEEE single- and double- precision floating-
point units allowing for some of the highest and most pre-
cise floating-point calculations available on any one device.
The Tesla utilizes shared data memory allowing groups of
processor cores to communicate by means of low latency
memory. Each processor core functions at 1.3 GHz and
provides a standard memory bandwidth of approximately
100 GB/s.
4 Cell/GPU Implementation
The 8 SPEs of the CBE and the 240 cores of the Tesla GPU
are the main compute engines of these devices, therefore
one would want these to execute the most compute inten-
sive tasks of a code in a data-parallel fashion.
The first task in our work is to isolate the most com-
pute intensive portions of our EMRI Teukolsky code. Upon
performing a basic profiling of our code using the GNU
profiler gprof, we learn that simply computing the source-
term T (see Section 2.1) takes 99% of the application’s
overall runtime. Thus, it is natural to consider accelerating
this T calculation using data parallelization on the SPEs
of the CBE and the cores of the Tesla GPU. We anticipate
that this observation is fairly typical for codes of this broad
type.
A data-parallel model is straightforward to imple-
ment in a code like ours. We simply perform a domain-
decomposition of our finite-difference numerical grid and
allocate the different parts of the grid to different SPEs or
GPU cores. On the Cell, each SPE computes the source-
term T for a single r∗ grid value, and the entire range of
θ grid values. On the Tesla GPU, each thread computes
T for a single pair of r∗ and θ grid values. Note that all
these calculations are independent, i.e. no communication
is necessary between the SPEs/GPU threads.
In addition, it is necessary to establish the appropri-
ate data communication between the SPEs/GPU cores and
the remaining code that is executing on the PPE/CPU re-
spectively. On the CBE, we use DMA instructions (as
mentioned before in Section 3.1) to move data between the
SPEs and the PPE. On the Tesla CUDA GPU, we use cu-
daMemcpy instructions to achieve the same. In total, only
a rather small amount of data is required to be transferred
back and forth from the SPEs/GPU at every time-step of the
numerical evolution. To be more specific, approximately
10 floating-point numbers are required by the SPEs/GPU
to begin the computation for a specific (r∗, θ) and then
they release only 2 floating-point values as the result of the
source-term T computation. Because of the rather modest
amount of data-transfer involved, we do not make use of
any advanced memory management features on both archi-
tectures. In particular, we do not make use “double buffer-
ing” on the CBE, and we only use global memory on the
GPU.
The source-term computation in itself is rather com-
plicated – the explicit mathematical expression for T is too
long to list here. A compact expression of its form can be
found in Ref. [14] although that is perhaps of limited use-
fulness from the point of view of judging its computational
complexity. It will suffice here to say that it is essentially
a very long mathematical formula that is implemented us-
ing numerical code which uses elementary floating-point
operations and approximately 4000 temporary variables of
the complex data-type. The code makes use of double-
precision floating-point accuracy because that is the com-
mon practice in the NR community and also a necessity for
such finite-difference based evolutions, especially if a large
number of time-steps are involved.
In summary, it is worth pointing out that this
Cell/CUDA implementation of our EMRI Teukolsky code
is fairly straightforward. It should also be mentioned that
we do not attempt to hand-tune the codes to tailor them
for each architecture, in order to obtain maximal perfor-
mance. Instead, we rely on the mature compiler suites to
perform all low-level optimizations (such as vectorization
on the SPEs) automatically. The CBE code development
effort is somewhat more involved, and is therefore more
time-consuming when compared to the CUDA effort. In
the future, OpenCL [8] will perhaps make the process of
porting and optimizing code on different hardware archi-
tectures and devices considerably easier.
5 Performance Results
In this section of this paper, we report on the final results
from our implementations, as outlined in the previous sec-
tion (Section 4). We begin with the performance results
from the CBE implementation, followed by the results from
the CUDA case. Then, we report on the relative perfor-
mance across all the architectures we have discussed in this
paper – CPU, CBE and CUDA GPU.
We use the following hardware for our performance
tests: IBM QS20 and QS22 blade systems, that sport
the original Cell and the PowerXCell, respectively – both
clocked at 3.2 GHz. These systems are equipped with two
(2) GBs main memory. For the CUDA case, our system
sports the Nvidia C1060 Tesla CUDA GPU. This system
has an AMD 2.5 GHz Phenom (9850 quad-core) processor
as its main CPU and four (4) GBs of memory. All these
systems are running Fedora Linux as the primary operat-
ing system. Standard open-source GCC compiler suite for
code development is available on all these systems.
5.1 Cell EMRI Teukolsky Code Performance
In Fig. 2 we show the overall performance results from our
EMRI Teukolsky code as accelerated by the STI Cell pro-
cessor. We choose the PPE as the baseline for this com-
parison. On the original (2006/2007) CBE, which has a
rather limited capability in double-precision, we obtain an
eight (8) fold gain in performance over the PPE. The cur-
rent (2008) PowerXCell (labelled as eDP in the figure) that
has the enhanced double-precision performance, delivers
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Figure 2. Overall performance of the EMRI Teukolsky
code accelerated by the Cell Broadband Engine. The base-
line here is the CBE’s PPE.
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Figure 3. Overall performance of the EMRI Teukolsky
code accelerated by the Tesla CUDA GPU. The baseline
here is the supporting system’s CPU – an AMD Phenom
2.5 GHz processor.
an impressive near 24 fold gain. Thus, by making use
of the CBE hardware accelerator, we obtain an order-of-
magnitude gain in our EMRI Teukolsky code’s overall per-
formance.
In addition, it is worth noting that since we obtain
very strong gains even from the the original release of the
Cell processor – the one found in the Sony PS3 – one can
obtain such performance gains using extremely low-cost
hardware.
5.2 CUDA EMRI Teukolsky Code Performance
In Fig. 3 we show the overall performance results from our
EMRI Teukolsky code as accelerated by the Nvidia Tesla
CUDA GPU. Here we choose the CPU of the supporting
system as the baseline. This CPU is a four (4) core AMD
Phenom 2.5 GHz processor. We are unable to use all the
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Figure 4. Relative performance of the EMRI Teukolsky
code on all discussed architectures – CPU, CBE and GPU.
The baseline here is the system CPU – an AMD Phenom
2.5 GHz processor.
cores of this multi-core CPU effectively. The CPU ver-
sion of our code is OpenMP parallelized appropriately, but
oddly enough that yields no benefit on this specific system
(unlike on other multi-core systems) when compared with
the plain serial version of the code. Therefore, we choose
the baseline for these comparisons to be the best i.e. single-
core (serial) performance of our EMRI Teukolsky code on
an AMD 2.5 GHz Phenom processor.
As can be seen from the figure, our CUDA GPU ac-
celeration results are very strong as well. In the double-
precision context, which is our preferred level of accu-
racy, using the Tesla GPU enables a fifty (50) fold gain in
the overall performance of the application. CUDA GPUs
perform much better (by over an order-of-magnitude) on
single-precision floating-point operations. In the near fu-
ture, we expect the double-precision performance of GPUs
to match their single-precision performance, and that hard-
ware would deliver an extremely impressive acceleration of
our application.
To summarize our CUDA GPU results – our imple-
mentation yields well over an order-of-magnitude gain in
the overall performance of our EMRI Teukolsky code. In
the future, as the double-precision performance of CUDA
GPUs improves, we expect to obtain much stronger gains
in our code’s overall performance.
5.3 Relative Performance
In Fig. 4 we depict the relative performance of all these
architectures together, with the single-core 2.5 GHz AMD
Phenom processor as the baseline. The results presented
there are self explanatory. It is interesting to note that even
if we were able to use all the four (4) cores of the Phenom
processor extremely effectively, it would still be outper-
formed by all the hardware accelerators considered here,
by a large factor.
In addition to the statements about relative perfor-
mance above, it is worth commenting on the comparative
cost associated to procuring these different hardware ar-
chitectures. The 2.5 GHz AMD Phenom is very inexpen-
sive, and a system similar to the one we used for testing
can be easily obtained for under $1,000. The PowerX-
Cell, that exhibits very impressive performance in our tests
is the most expensive hardware to obtain, with its listed
price on IBM’s website being $5,000 per processor. How-
ever, IBM is currently heavily discounting QS22 blades,
and thus the “street” price is closer to $2,500 per processor.
It is worth pointing out that the original CBE, which also
exhibits strong performance on our tests is available for a
deeply discounted price of $300 in the Sony PlayStation 3
game console [2]. Finally, the Nvidia Tesla GPU which ex-
hibits the best performance on our tests, is currently avail-
able for approximately $1,500.
6 Conclusions
In this work, we take an important NR application – the
EMRI Teukolsky Code – and perform a low-level paral-
lelization of its most computationally intensive part, for
optimized execution on the CBE and Tesla CUDA GPU.
We describe the parallelization approach taken and also the
relevant important aspects of the hardware accelerators in
detail.
The final outcome of our efforts is very similar on
these two architectures – we obtain well over an order-of-
magnitude gain in overall application performance. How-
ever, it is worth mentioning that CBE/GPUs should not be
considered general-purpose compute accelerators – the ac-
tual computational problem and the relevant parallel ap-
proach has to be one that is well suited for the hardware’s
specific design, else one may gain very little. In general,
the more massively parallel the task is, the better a design
like that of a GPU would perform. For highly serial tasks,
a traditional CPU is still the best option. And finally, for a
task that is somewhere in between these two extremes, a de-
sign like that of the CBE may be optimal. From our view-
point, because the CBE incorporates aspects of both GPU
and CPU designs, it is very versatile and perhaps likely to
perform very well on many different types of tasks.
In the near future, the next generation of these hard-
ware accelerators will be released – the CBE will have
more SPEs and a more powerful PPE; and CUDA GPUs
will have much stronger double-precision performance and
even more compute cores. Other processor manufacturers
are also positioned to soon release similar hardware designs
– for example, Intel’s Larrabee GPU. The overall perfor-
mance of our EMRI Teukolsky code will benefit further
from these improvements and we expect that this would
hold true for many other scientific computing codes as well.
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